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Abstract  
This note describes in detail the procedures used in the gluing of pitch adaptors and chips to the hybrid. 
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1. Introduction 
This document will describe the gluing of pitch adaptors on a hybrid, and the subsequent gluing of chips on 
a hybrid. 
The following sections give step by step instructions for the assembly procedures. It is assumed that the 
operator knows how to use the glue dispenser. A more detailed description of how to use the software is 
given in the “Software” section. 
2. Description of Hardware 
The I&J2500 glue robot has a work area of 510 x 510mm. We mount a turn plate to the work holder that 
allows us to hold the hybrid for accurate dispensing of the glue. (Fig 1) 
 
Requirements: 
• To make sure all the bond pads are supported with glue, as bonding is impossible with bounce under the 
pads. 
 
• Even spread of glue for planarity. (Bonding jigs vacuum this area down) 
 
• Ensure no overspill of glue that would hinder the position of the sensors or cover bond pads for the chips 
 
• Correct location of the pitch adaptors. 
 
• The pitch adaptors are glued in the correct sequence either (R1, R2, R3 then R4) or (P1, P2, P3 then P4) on 
the correct side. 
 





Program start button 
and emergency stop 
 
Turnplate           
                  Hydraulic 
    Control 




Computer interface unit   Fig 1 
Make sure the Hydraulic control unit is switched on (the display is battery operated so you might think the 
unit is on but nothing will be dispensed). The red light on the front of the unit means it is on. 
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3. Procedure 
• Mount hybrid to turn plate using clamp screws at side. 
• If a syringe is fitted depress the button on the front of the hydraulic unit for three seconds (the button with 
the red light on) this will withdraw the plunger fully back. 
• Remove the old syringe and discard. 
• Weigh 5 grams of hardener and 5 grams of resin. 
• Mix two parts well trying not to incur too many bubbles. 
• Transfer mixed glue to a 10ml syringe and inset plunger. 
• Stand the syringe upright for 3 minuets 
• Connect syringe to the hydraulic hose using the clamping nut supplied. 
• Set the display as follows and jog until the plunger drives the glue to the point of the syringe keep jogging 


















        Fig 2 
• Once the glue is primed in the syringe a BLUE needle has to be fitted (the needles are colour coded for size 
of the bore). The needle screws on the end. 













         Press F2 to list all  
         Programs  




         Scroll down list 
         to select required  
         program    
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• After required program has been loaded i.e. RADFANR1 Make sure you are in teach mode and via the SEL 
down key go to one of the locations in the program then press the GO. The syringe holder will traverse to 
the selected point over the hybrid. 
• Place a 50um shim onto the hybrid under the point of where the syringe goes and then fit the syringe. 
Tighten the retaining screw. This has set the working height of the unit. 
• Using the SEL up key move to work home position then press GO. This will traverse the syringe to the 
home position. 
• Remove the shim from the hybrid. 
• Press the jog key on the hydraulic unit and wait for the needle to seep glue out. 
• Press the REMOTE key on the hydraulic unit this will now change the settings to the required dispense 

























• Required program loaded, blue needle fitted, syringe primed, height set and hydraulic set to remote. 


















          Fig 5 
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• Power transferred to program start switch see fig 1 
• A dry run can be performed on a dummy hybrid to see the glue line is being dispensed evenly. Once you 
are happy with the performance of the robot the dummy hybrid can be replaced with the real thing. 
• Press start on remote program switch. 
 
Please note the programs for the pitch adaptors are for each PA one program for r1 one for r2 etc. therefore 
there are 8 programs for the pitch adaptors. 
• To change from one program to another after dispensing the glue just press the prg key see fig 3:2 and the 
sel up and down key to select the new program then Press start again on remote program switch. 
The glue should be used within 45 minutes of mixing. If you have not completed your task during this time 
slot DO NOT attempt to carry on. Discard old glue. Start afresh. 
4. Pitch Adaptor placement 
• Once the glue has been dispensed lay out the four pitch adaptors on a lint free cloth circuit side up in the 
correct sequence (R1, R2, R3, R4 OR P1, P2, P3, P4) 
• Use the vacuum pick up chuck to pick the pitch adaptor up. On the hose there is a three millimetre hole, 
close the hole by covering it with your finger.  
• The two locating dowel pins on the pick up chuck go through the Pitch adaptor and help with locating it on 
the hybrid. 
• Once it is located release your finger that is covering the hole to allow the vacuum to escape and remove 
the pick up chuck. 
• Repeat these stages for the other three pitch adaptors. 
• Visually check placement and the distribution of glue ensuring no overspill on the PA’s. Then reapply the 







           
   Fig 6        Fig 7 
• Apply weights. (fig 7) 
• Leave in oven set at 40°c for one hour. 
• Remove all weights and vacuum chucks and visually inspect for overspill, this is the time to shave with a 
scalpel any overspill as the glue is still tacky. Making sure no glue is dragged onto the circuit as bonding will 
fail with contaminant. When you are happy you can replace the vacuum chucks and weights and place in oven 
for further two hours. If you are not happy and the glue will effect the bonding the pitch adaptor can at this 
stage be removed easily. Just peel it off clean glue off and reapply new glue as shown previously and reattach a 
new pitch adaptor. 
• Remove all weights and vacuum chucks and visually inspect for air bubbles. These can be in filled using 2011 
very carefully. 
• Place in oven to cure infill. 
• Repeat procedure for the other side. 
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5. Chip placement 
 
• There are 16 Beatle chips per side. 
• Planarity is important as the 710 bonder only has one touchdown per reference system but the chips are bonded 
on all three faces.  
• Use Bipax TRA-DUCT conductive glue BA-2902 (silver epoxy). This is a two part conductive glue that is pre 
packed and ready to mix. Each sachet has a divider separating the two parts, remove the divider and squeeze 
the two parts together. It is important that the glue is mixed thoroughly; I usually squeeze the mixture for about 
four minutes. 
• Silver conductive epoxy is dispensed into five small dots. These dots should be equal size and evenly placed 
(like the five on a dice). See fig 8. 


























• Examine the glue under the microscope prior to placement of chips. If excess glue has been administered it 
can be removed using a fine tipped clean room swab.  
• Place all 16 Asic’s onto the glue dots using a vacuum pen. Then under the microscope apply pressure to 
each chip using a clean room swab to distribute the glue evenly under the chip. DO NOT USE THE 
VACUUM PEN TO APPLY THE PRESSURE as this could damage the surface of the chip via the steel 
tube that holds the suction pad to the pen. 
• It is important the Asic’s are accurately placed relative to the pitch adaptor. The pitch adaptors third and 
fourth rows are very small 50um and 40um widths. With bond feet being equal to the bond pad it is vital the 
bond pads from the Asic’s are square to the pitch adaptor pads. 
• Using the clean room swab position the chip in line with the front hybrid chip fiducials  and move the Asic 
side to side to align the Asic pads in line with the Pitch Adaptor pads. 
• Leave for eight hours before doing the other side. You can fast cure the glue by placing in an oven set at 40 
degrees C. for 3 hours. 
• Repeat process for other side. 
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6. Summary 
Errors in the placement, or subsequent faults/problems sometime required that pitch adaptors and chips 
were replaced. This required the careful removal of the faulty item and thorough cleaning of the old glue 
before a replacement could be placed. Replacements were always logged in the database and comments 
entered in the electronic module log file held by the database 
6.1. Pitch Adaptors 
A total of 608 pitch adaptors from the production run were used, this corresponds to 76 complete hybrids, 
leading to 44 completed modules. Of these 43 (7%) had to be replaced. 
6.2. Chips 
A total of 2544 chips were used, this corresponds to 79.5 hybrids and includes pre-production tests. Of 
these 179 (7%) had to be replaced. Of the 179, 41 were on hybrids that did not progress to the module stage. 
Of the remaining 138 the majority 92 had to be replaced as cracks were found on the edges of the chips for 
a particular batch of chips. Unfortunately the cracks were only detected when the chips were about to be 
back end bonded. 
The chips were tested after each bonding stage, back-end bonding (BEB), front-end bonding (FEB) and 
sensor-end (SEB) bonding. 5 chips were replaced after failing at the first stage, 1 chip was replaced at the 
second stage after developing a Vcc-gnd short between the BE and FE bonding. 2 chips had to be replaced 
due to mechanical damage, 7 because of bonding problems. The final 2 chips have no reason logged. 
